“Nothing to see here. Move along please.”
That’s what you are usually told at the scene of an accident. But it’s no accident you’re receiving this publication in the mail, and there is every reason to sit back, relax and take a sip of something cold while the summer months roll along.

No one can accuse us of being a “one trick pony.” We can almost guarantee that there is something within these pages for everyone. Some of you like your aliens (but do they like you?), while others are hiding in the brush waiting for Bigfoot or some other cryptid to wander by (be sure to have your camera ready). And let’s not forget those occultists, New Agers and spell crafters who love our more spiritually orientated material. Oh and hey, there are probably even a few items tucked away for those who are into more conventional Bible studies. We had a good size hit on our hands recently with Rev. Barry Downing’s “Biblical UFO Revelations,” and Sean Casteel’s “Search For The Pale Prophet.” (They are, of course, still available — see pg 16 of our last issue, far right, second row of books for a two book special).

But hey let’s jump to the present now, as we have some wonderful new titles to toot Gabriel’s Horn about (don’t you just cherish the way I phrase things?).

We all love our pets. They are sometimes much closer to us than our so-called friends and family. Maria D’ Andrea tells us in her latest volume “Witchcraft, The Occult And How To Select A Familiar,” the best way to discover the importance familiars can play in our occult and witchcraft studies to bring about a world of positive benefits to the spells we cast and the rituals we perform.

Familiars can help with healing, making relationships go well, and in obtaining prosperity. They can also help the shaman do magic and dispense advice.

Witches have used them as spies thanks to their shape shifting abilities.

Now here’s a pet I know you don’t own. “Gef The Talking Mongoose” was the 8th Wonder of the World.

He lived on the Isle of Man, near the rugged coastline, could speak the Queen’s English (with a few nasty words tossed in), had the abil-

Continued >
Most of us grew up being taught that “Shakespeare” was the sole author of the greatest body of literature to have ever been created by a single person. Were we collective dupes to perhaps the most skillful fraud ever to be perpetrated on a non-suspecting populace?

Is everything we were taught about Shakespeare a cleverly orchestrated lie? The actor and grain merchant William “Shakespeare” perhaps served as a willing front for the playwright and poet whose achievements even today cannot be easily measured. Who was the real author behind the scenes, and why did he choose to conceal himself?

Order SHAKESPEARE'S CONFIDENTIAL DOSSIER, including Sean Casteel’s “To Be Or Not To Be” plus two audio CDs narrated by Oxford scholar Stuart Robb (frequent guest on Long John Nebel Party Line and editor of “Exploring The Unknown” magazine published in the 1970s.).

All items send $20 + $5 S/H
Timothy G Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

FROM CONSPIRACY JOURNAL’S ”LOST VAULT”
— WHO WAS THE MYSTERIOUS VISITOR WITH AMAZING POWERS?

Minister, judge and private investigator, Rev. Frank Stranges says he met a “spaceman” inside the pentagon. Rare pamphlet describes other-worldly experience. Plus DVD “confidential” talk and photo of “alien” suitable for framing.

All this $20.00 + $5 S/H
Timothy Green Beckley
Post Box 753 - New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Order direct or call 646-331-6777 and leave credit card info. Speak clearly, please. PAYPAL to mrufo8@hotmail.com.
Not To Be” about Shakespeare’s hidden code, his possibly being a real gay blade, and not being the man history tells us he was. Sean Casteel gets to the bottom of the mystery.

Anyway start turning the pages, and send us over an order if you can. Postage just went up a nickle so its getting pretty darn expensive to print up copies of this newsletter and send them out. But I know a lot of you are not on the net or feel more comfortable just sending us over an order. You can use our street address for faster service:

Timothy Beckley
11 East 30th Street, 4R
NY NY 10016

Note: This issue is dedicated to my niece’s husband, Ricky Sweatt, who passed away recently at sixty after a battle with cancer. He was “Mr. Personality,” to the family and we will miss him dearly. When we couldn’t get to the P.O. Box he would hand deliver our mail.

“LOST” WILLIAM ALEXANDER ORIBELLO “PACKAGE” WITH TEN TALISMANS AND AUDIO CD

LEARN WHAT OTHERS ARE THINKING ABOUT YOU, AND WHAT YOUR FRIENDS AND ASSOCIATES ARE REALLY LIKE

Personalities Unmasked! Confidential Treatise reveals effective techniques to know what others are really like and how to make negative people go away. Contains special words to use — plus banishment “charm.” AND audio CD (will play on most DVD players or computers) with special blessing ritual.

☐ BONUS 10 talismans on heavy stock to help in your work—$30.00 + $5 S/H.

☐ Also Available: Rare private workshop DVD channeling of Count Saint Germain done under the influence of the violet ray. $20.00

☐ “St Germain Man Who Lives Forever”—large size book, $20.00

☐ Everything in ad, $59 + $7 S/H

Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

AMONG TOP 10 PARANORMAL INCIDENTS OF ALL TIME. . .

OF COURSE MONGOOSE CAN’T TALK — OR CAN THEY?

Talk show host Tim Swartz admits, “animals can’t talk, but Gef did — and he did a lot more!”

He mimicked other animals and sounds. He could read minds. He was able to move objects through the air although he was no where near them. He chatted with visitors from around the world, sometimes using vulgar language.

But they could not see him, because he could become invisible whenever he wanted to, all the time living in the walls of a remote farmhouse on the windswept coast of the Isle of Man.

Gef himself seemed confused about his identity. He once said he was from another dimension, that he was a spirit, but took that back by intimating, “If I were a spirit how could I kill rabbits?” When quizzed as to why he was so reclusive Gef said he was not a pleasant sight to behold. “I am a freak. I have hands and I have feet and if you saw me you’d faint, you’d be petrified, mumified, turned into stone or a pillar of salt!” Overall he said he was not grievous, but warned humans not to irritate him as, “I am not sure what damage or harm I could do if roused. I could kill you all…”

In addition to original material, included is the full text of the 1935 book by psychic researcher Harry Price. Exceedingly rare, copies have been selling for upward of $1,000 among collectors. Other “crazy” cases included — such as the talking stove incident presented by author Tim Swartz and a host of other leading investigators.

☐ Order “GEF THE TALKING MONGOOSE.” 270 pages. $20.00 + $5 S/H

Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
There is power in everything we utter! Words are spoken as rewards from those we love, or used as weapons to cause hurt and pain. Words inspire us. They form a link or spirit to the very presence of God. They can bring about miracles or mayhem, love or lust, health or illness. Two books — Maria D'Andrea says every word we speak contains the power of life or death. Wm Gann reveals the magickal word of God needed to communicate with Him.

$22.00 — 2 BOOK SPECIAL

TWO OCCULT BOOKS — “ANGEL SPELLS” and ‘HOW TO CONTACT YOUR GUARDIAN ANGEL” $25.00

Learn to communicate with a High Order of divine beings God has chosen to guide and protect us throughout our lives! These invisible creations can guide our destiny and know what can benefit us the most. They also heal and bestow riches. Add $20 for powerful “Angel Amulet” to enhance spells 3 fold.

EVIL EYE KIT

3 VOLUMES BY MARIA D’ANDREA - $29.00

TIME TRAVEL

COMPLETE MAGICKAL SPIRITUAL AND OCCULT OILS WORKBOOK - $15.00
Over 1,000 magical oils with more than 1400 spells, recipes and rituals that will enable you to enjoy the good life. Add $30 for “Find Or Return Lover” Kit.

CAROL ANN’S ALL COLOR “FANTASTIC UNIVERSE” ART DOSSIER — $17.00
Tim Beckley says: “Reminds me of Peter Max’s work, who I represented briefly in the 1970s. UFOs, Space Brothers, Dragons, Flying Cats, Unicorns, Moon and Sun Goddess—much more. Suitable to frame!”

SPECIAL ALL BOOKS THIS AD JUST $165 + $15 S/H

Order any of these items using the order form in back of this issue or order via credit card through mail or 646 331-6777. Paypal Invoices contact us mrufo8@hotmail.com
BRAND NEW — SOMETHING UNIQUE AND DIFFERENT!
LEARN TO PRACTICE WHITE WITCHCRAFT
UTILIZING TECHNIQUES USED BY CELEBRITIES
DAVID BOWIE, UFOs, WICCA, DRUGS, AND A DOSE OF PARANOIA — THE SAGA OF WALLI EMLARK, THE ROCK ‘N’ ROLL WITCH OF NY

This is the compelling story of the Wiccan lady Walli Elmlark who saved the life of David Bowie through witchcraft, and put a spell on pop stars and other high profile celebrities during the most dynamic period in rock music history—the 1970s.

This book also contains a “How To” section on Candle Burning Magick, plus spells for love and money that could work wonders for you. It explains how a knowledge of the true principles of positive witchcraft could empower your life, all adapted from the occult philosophy of the White Witch of New York. Walli was known for her dazzling beauty, her goth clothing, silver jewelry and a green streak in her hair, long before such attributes became fashionable. She befriended many confused and troubled celebrities, turning their lives around.

Through the pages of this book, the reader will go back in time to relive this celebrated period, mingling with those who were shaping the counter culture and causing a reconstruction of our social and political belief systems, both through the music and entertainment of this period, and the practice of witchcraft and the occult which was growing in popularity among the youth.

Much of the activities described took place backstage at the Academy of Music in Greenwich Village and as part of the inner circle of the N.Y. School of Occult Arts and Sciences hosted by the psychic world’s “Grand Poobah” Tim Beckley. This enthralling work contains the “inside story” of David Bowie who had come under psychic attack, an evil spirit settling in his residence, and his belief that black magicians were trying to collect his semen so that they could create a demon baby. The Anti-Christ seemed to be looming in the pop star’s future, until Walli broke the curse...

Many inspiring recollections of this revolutionary period as told by Tim Beckley, music promoter, radio host, publisher, widely known as “Mr UFO,” (and editor of this publication).

Or $20.00.

# 1— WICCA PENTAGRAM NECKLACE
Show you support of the craft, while at the same time the amulet brings miraculous good luck into your life. Measures approximately 1.25 inches in diameter. Color of stones may vary (blue is our favorite!).

# 2 — “GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY” OILS
Five bottles of oil (2 drams each) for you to dress a candle, anoint ritual tools or talismans, and to diffuse in your sacred space. Can also be worn (one or two dabs) as a “spell perfume.” Oils may differ. Use positively.

# 3 — MIXED BAG OF MAGICAL HERBS
15 bags of herbs labeled with their common name listed along with their magical uses. We need to select depending upon availability, but will “do you good!”

Blessed Be

TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
PayPal to mrufo8@hotmail.com

This is a “starter kit” for those who want to get their feet wet in the ways of Witchcraft. We have kept the price low so you can see if Wicca “is for you.”

All Items In This Column
For $50.00 + $6 S/H

PayPal to mrufo8@hotmail.com

Photo by Helen Hovey
Execute Positive Spells and Utilize Mystic Powers

The following large format workbooks are based on the incredible occult knowledge and wisdom of Maria D’ Andrea. Check off or list desired items.

☐ HEAVEN SENT MONEY SPELLS: DIVINELY INSPIRED FOR YOUR WEALTH

☐ OCCULT GRIMOIRE AND MAGICAL FORMULARY – A WORKBOOK FOR CREATING A POSITIVE LIFE

☐ POSITIVELY POSITIVE SPELL BOOK: VANQUISH ALL NEGATIVITY FROM YOUR LIFE

☐ SECRET MAGICAL ELIXIRS OF LIFE – LIVE LONGER, BE HAPPY, ATTRACT GOODNESS

☐ HOW TO ELIMINATE STRESS AND ANXIETY THROUGH THE OCCULT, CRYSTALS, GEMSTONES, MEDITATION, HERBS, OILS, MUSIC, INCENSE AND CANDLES

☐ SECRET OCCULT GALLERY AND SPELL CASTER. PLUS MARIA’S MOST POWERFUL SPELLS NEVER REVEALED PREVIOUSLY

☐ YOUR PERSONAL MEGA POWER SPELLS FOR LOVE, LUCK, PROSPERITY

☐ SIMPLE SPELLS USING AN ORDINARY DECK OF PLAYING CARDS

☐ CURSES AND THEIR REVERSALS: PLUS OMENS, SUPERSTITIONS AND REMOVAL OF THE EVIL EYE – Material by Maria and others.

☐ ANGEL SPELLS: ENOCHIAN OCCULT WORKBOOK OF CHARMS, SEALS, TALISMANS AND CIPHERS FOR CONTACTING ANGELS Material by Maria and others.

NOTE: Above books $20.00 each (add S/H)
☐ or all 10 just $179.00 + $12 S/H

Send $35.00 + $5 S/H

THE COMPLETE SPIRITUAL AND OCCULT OILS WORKBOOK A-Z

☐ Here are over 1,000 magical powers of oils with easy to follow instructions for more than 1500 successful spells, recipes and rituals. Every conceivable formula and what purpose the oils are used for. $18.00

☐ Add kit of 5 spiritual oils Hex Breaking, Money Drawing, Commanding, etc.

Add $25 + $5 S/H

VIDEO WORKSHOPS


MARIA’S “YES! YOU CAN “ SERIES- $10 EACH

Easy to use reference manuals of various length (80-112 pages).
☐ “Sexy Medium’s Love And Lust Spell Book.”
☐ “Book Of Common Prayer.”
☐ “Time Travel To Contact Beneficial Beings.”
☐ “Supernatural Words Of Power”
☐ “Evocations To Evoke Summon Spirits.”

☐ All 5 books $43.00 + $6 S/H

Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Warning! – They Can Kill. – Mutilate. – Cause An Individual To Go Insane, Or Jump Out A Window! Yes! They are much more dangerous than slime throwing “Ghost Busters,” or foul mouth hellion as portrayed in the “Exorcist,” when the demon describes how the little girl’s mother is performing oral sex in hell. Indeed, they can “do away” with you and “remove” you to the other side without anyone knowing what caused your disappearance. Missing 411 cases are real, and in some instances demons are responsible.

Poltergeists come in all shapes and sizes and inspire varying degrees of horror. What might be surprising is that poltergeists are NOT necessarily the spirits of the dead nor the overworked, disordered personalities of the living often thought to have become possessed by demonic forces. That which we call a “poltergeist” could just as easily include a wide range of other unearthly phenomena, such as random denizens of the dark moving through time and space and other dimensions, as well as a manifestation of cryptids, known collectively as shape shifters and “bedroom invaders,” and possibly even representatives of numerous alien races.

These are the stories other researchers refuse to reveal because they are nasty, vicious, and vulgar. But you have the right to know the truth come hell or high water.

☐ “Knife-Wielding Demons and Murderous Ghosts” is a thick, large format, book with photos and art to light up the way. Just released and just $20. + $5 S/H.

☐ SPECIAL “ BE SAFE FROM DEMONS” . Add $20 for “Devils Trap” Amulet.

TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

A space vehicle designed to venture into deep space with robots as crew would be a Spartan construct. No sleeping quarters, no spacesuits hanging on the bulkheads, no tons of food and water, no head, no sickbay, no life support system to malfunction, no waste products to be jettisoned now and then. They would just be part of the spaceship rather than something that lived in it and depended upon it for existence. The robots and the ship would be one thing, existing forever or until its mission was completed or until it failed for some reason and crashed on an inhabited planet. How many derelict alien ships do you imagine might have crashed right here on Earth? We may soon find out. LAST EXIT TO EARTH—142 pgs—$24.95 ppd. Adman · 6460-65 Convoy Ct · San Diego, CA 92117 PayPal: scriaben@gmail.com

MATRIX OF THE MIND, UFO ABDUCTIONS, MK ULTRA — AND ELECTRONIC HASSASSMENT TECHNOLOGY DESIGNED TO WARP YOUR BRAIN

Are you or someone you know a victim of electronic mind control? Big Brother and the NWO can now zap you at the speed of light. You can learn to survive the world of MK Ultra or at least be informed about the latest terror methods “they” are using against dissidents and those operating outside the system.

Large format. 262 pages. $20.00 + $5 S/H

☐ Order “Matrix Of The Mind”

Tim Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
SCREWED BY THE ALIENS: TRUE SEXUAL ENCOUNTERS WITH ETS

The Sexterrestrials are here — and they want to mess with you! These are the anal probes, the kid-napping and removal of men, women and couples from the planet for evil, inhuman purposes that also often involve molestation and torture. Some of those abducted have literally been branded and physically scarred for life. “Tattoos” have been placed on their skin, and horrific scratch markings can be seen under fluorescent lighting; others can be viewed with the naked eye. To paraphrase Cindy Lauper’s 80s smash pop single, “there are a few aliens who it seems are coming here because they “just want to have fun!”

330 Large Format Pages, $24.00

UFO HOSTILITIES AND THE EVIL ALIEN AGENDA

Here are dozens of lethal encounters with Ultra-Terrestrials. Secret Govt. findings claims there is a valid “Alien Threat” — UFOs COULD DOOM LIFE ON EARTH! There are many cases of UFO atrocities — from strange disappearances to bizarre deaths. Entire towns have been known to disappear, while unsuspecting individuals have walked off wilderness trails in front of onlookers only to slip into a parallel universe inhabited by hobgoblins, MIB and other cross-dimensional terrors.

440 Large Format Pages, $24.00

ALIEN BLOOD LUST ARE THERE VAMPIRES IN SPACE?

Were human sacrifices down through the ages made to appease the gods? Blood has always been part of the hidden agenda of the UFORonauts from the days of “ancient astronauts” to the animal mutilations and the blood draining of human UFO witnesses. In one village in Brazil most of the town’s populace has been attacked and blood drained from their system.

Large Format, $22.00

SPECIAL OFFER ALL 3 BOOKS ABOVE $52.00 + $8.00 S/H

RARE TRANSFORMATIONAL GEM FROM SPACE

Moldavite opens multidimensional portals with its beautiful green extra-terrestrial energy. This rare stone arrived in a meteor some million years ago and is found only in one place on Earth. Powerful aid for increasing sensitivity to guidance, intuition and telepathy, and ability to receive and understand messages from higher realms. COMPLETE MOLDAVITE KIT includes the stone in an elegant setting, a 178-page workbook, and “Divine Fire” audio CD. Individually crafted; stones and setting vary.

MEDIUM STONE—$79 • LARGE STONE—$92

THE TRUTH AT LAST! HARD-TO-FIND BOOKS

BLACK BOXES TWO ECONOMY VERSIONS OF OUR “WISH MACHINES”

Other Rife, Harmonious or Radionics Machines sell for $2,000 or more! Ours are two of the most economical, yet most powerful available. Includes comprehensive, “Mind Machines” book, and a dossier of scientific research describing their capabilities. No medical claims made. For experimental purposes. Actual boxes are custom-made and will vary.

MOST ECONOMICAL—$292
UPGRADED—$449 (Plug-in model, antenna, light and toggle switch)

TREE OF LIFE PENDANT ENERGY ACCUMULATOR

The Tree Of Life was understood by Old Testament prophets as an energy accumulator. This beautiful, individually crafted pendant is cast in silver with ten faceted stones. It acts to amplify your deepest desires, broadcasting them to the highest powers to bring awareness, wisdom and knowledge. Casts a deep reflection of the eternal mysteries. In the Kabbalah, the Tree Of Life represents a “telephone” to the heavens. Includes pendant, study guide and 70-minute audio CD. Designs, stones and settings may vary.

TREE OF LIFE PENDANT—$125

Check desired items. Include your name, postal address and ZIP. Check, Money Order or PayPal to Tim Beckley, 11 East 30th Street, #4R, New York, NY 10016. Secure Phone: 646-331-6777. Speak slowly and clearly name, address, items desired.

Timothy G. Beckley • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903 • PayPal to mruf08@hotmail.com
Devil’s Trap

Amulets, talismans and buttons are finely crafted of lead-free pewter.

Our unique, hand-crafted amulets and talismans are available to students of arcane knowledge. Finely crafted with details reflecting thousands of years of magic power. Some exquisite tools come with chains or cords and others may be carried as powerful coins or tokens.

1. Circle of Protection. Ancient Mohammedan magic circle to seal one from harm and curses.

2. Fourth Pentacle of Mercury. Acquire knowledge and understanding of all things, and penetrating others’ thoughts.


4. Power Triangle. Develop personal power.


7. Win the Mate of Your Desire. Brings love and cooperation of the opposite sex.


9. Devil’s Trap. Say goodbye to fear, stress, anxiety with your own power amulet, Devil’s Trap! Evil and negativity vanish forever!

For faster response, use private address: Timothy Beckley, 11 East 30th St., NY, NY 10016

Check desired items and return this entire ad with proper fees. Each talisman is US$20.00, or select any three (3) for only $55.00. Order the entire set, including the Devil’s Trap, for only US $159.95. Please add US $5.00 for shipping in USA.

Timothy Green Beckley • Post Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Order direct or call 646-331-6777 and leave credit card info. Speak clearly, please.
PAYPAL to mrufo8@hotmail.com.

Please note that these items are individually hand-crafted and may vary slightly from the illustrations.
Perform Your Own Blessings With Our Inspired Kit Of "Magickal" Candles And Study Guide

Dozens Of Miracle Candle Burning Prayers And Spells For A Good And Prosperous Life!

SPECIAL KIT INCLUDES BOOK OF EASY TO READ PETITIONS TO GOD, PLUS 10 "MAGICKAL" CANDLES TO LIFT YOUR SPIRIT AND LIGHT THE WAY.

This practical workbook will assist you in choosing the proper prayer to bring about your most important desires. – one that is quite precise. It will tell you the specific day of the week to go forth with your message to the Source of Creation. Furthermore, and most important, our “Miracle Candle Spells” book will instruct you on the exact colored candle you are to use in making your dreams come true.

PRAYERS INCLUDED (BUT NOT LIMITED TO): – For Protection – For Wish Fulfillment – For Help In All Things – For A New Love – For Healing – For A Business To Grow – To Release Anger – For Luck In All Things – For Riches – AND MANY MORE.

Order your own “Candle Burning Spell Kit” for $30 + $6.00 S/H

WANT MORE SPECIAL PRAYERS TO WORK WITH?

“Candle Burning Magic With The Psalms” by Wm. Oribello is our all time best seller. Each psalm is repeated along with the proper candle to burn. The scriptures teach us that, “It is far better to light a candle than to curse the darkness.” 200 pages of knowledge from the greatest Scribes. Special $21.00 + $5 S/H

RESPONDS YES! OR NO!

LET THE MYSTIC PENDULUM ANSWER YOUR MOST CRUCIAL QUESTIONS!

Is this device divinely driven, psychic in nature? Or is your subconscious behind it swinging back and forth? You decide. As a dowsing tool it has also been used to locate treasure, water and missing persons when held over a map.

PENDULUM AND 3 DIFFERENT “RESPONSE CHARTS” – $20.00 + $5 S/H

Though not approved by the FDA or AMA, Plato and Aristotle spoke of the amazing power of magnets. Hematite is said to be beneficial for Liver, Kidney and Heart Disease, Menstrual Cramps, Cardio-vascular problems, arthritis pain, etc.

Brad Steiger’s soothing narrative will put you in the proper frame of mind.

Order “Healers Kit,” $25.00 + $5 S/H

TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
Only a dozen copies were reprinted of the paperback edition of the “Case For The UFO” authored by Dr. M.K. Jessup who eventually committed suicide or was murdered at the hands of a cabal known as the “Silence Group”. The manuscript which had been laboriously typed out on offset stencils and printed by a Texas firm at the request of Naval intelligence, (one copy of which was known to have sold for $10,000.00 at auction) was run through their small office duplicator twice, once with black ink for the regular text of the book, then once again with red ink, the latter reproducing the mysterious annotations by individuals, who may have been gypsies or space people living among humankind.  

ORDER NOW! We have been selling this special VARO Edition of the "Case For The UFO" (with a unique introduction by the late Gray Baker, author of “They Knew Too Much About Flying Saucers” – and containing mysterious letters to the authors – for $39.00, but now offer it to our loyal mail order customers for $25.00 + $5 S/H  

WANT TO LEARN MORE?  

“PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT REVELATIONS” expands on the concepts found in our Vero and Allende Letters U.S.S. Eldridge a mega-ton Destroyer Escort from its dry dock in the Philadelphia Naval Yard to Norfolk, Virginia - a distance of around 400 miles. Upon its return, most of the vessel’s hand-picked test crew - all of whom had been left totally unprepared and unprotected - either “caught on fire,” became literally frozen into the hull of the ship, went stark, raving mad, or vanished, never to be seen again. This is the “inside story” told by Commander X and Alfred Bielek, known to be the only survivor. $17.00 + $5 S/H  

Or BOTH VOLUMES for just $38.00 + $6 S/H  

BOOK AND POWERFUL AMULET CAN NOW BE YOURS  


Book by military intelligence operative “Commander X” reveals secrets used by U.S. and other governments to master feats known to ancient scribes and now adapted by the elite.  

“Kit” includes full length volume in which “sacred” techniques are readily given as well as a replica of “Seal of the Sun” amulet which may enable you to duplicate the amazing results of those who acquired the knowledge from a Heavenly source.  

□ Book and amulet $29.00 + $5 S/H  

TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
NEW! Witchcraft, The Occult And How To Select a Familiar

Covers Cats, Dogs, Horses, Wolves, Birds, Snakes, Butterflies, Dolphins—Every Conceivable Animal You Might have As A Pet Or Familiar, Plus Inanimate Objects (Known As Totems) Such As Legendary Beings, Angels And Even Dragons!

This inspired workbook covers essential material every witch, occultist, shaman and pet owner should know.

Discover the importance familiars can play in your studies to bring about a world of positive benefits to the spells you cast and the rituals you perform. Familiars can help with healing, relationships, and in obtaining prosperity. They can also help to do magic and dispense advice. Witches’ Familiars are occasionally used as spies thanks to their shape shifting abilities. Find out: - How to find your own individual familiar who is happy to work with you and can benefit you the most whether it is for business or personal reasons.

Yes indeed! Your pet can be a real ally in the world of magick, witchcraft and the occult.

160 pages — Fully Illustrated — $15.00

CENTURIES OLD — PROTECTION BY THE GODDESS BASTET AMAZING AMULET
An absolutely beautiful Sterling Silver Amulet with amber and lapis settings. Guardian of cats, protection, fire fighters. Goddess of joy, dance, music and love. Representative of the Royal Flame bringing the body into balance and assisting in communicating with ETs, Light and Hermetic entities.

Purchase one for yourself and another for your familiar.
Hoop for chain or cord. Individually created. May vary slightly.

☐ $89.95 + $10 S/H
OR
2 For $179.00

11 PIECE CHAKRA TUMBLED STONES HEALING KIT

STONES INCLUDED: Clear Quartz, Amethyst, Blue Lace Agate, Rose Quartz, Citrine, Carnelian, Hematite, Petrified Wood, Smokey Quartz

Comes with a Mojo pouch and story card. Powerful Medicine!

Ask for CHAKRA STONES KIT.

☐ $25.00 + $5 S/H

Chakra Stones Kit and Book

☐ $39.95 + $5 S/H

Timothy Beckley  Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
CELL PHONE—646-331-6777

WE ACCEPT MONEY ORDERS · CHECKS · PAYPAL (mrufo8@hotmail.com) Credit Cards: 732-602-3407
HAVE UFO MASTERS ESTABLISHED BASES IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD?

**ALIEN STRONGHOLDS ON EARTH — $20.00**

There is evidence that human-looking ETs are living down the road, hidden in some secluded base of operations. They have been seen to emerge from a landed craft and then observed in the checkout line of the local supermarket. Should they be “found out” and followed into the parking lot just a few feet away, they are seen to vanish right before the eyes of stunned witnesses.

Some UFO strongholds are believed to be located high in the mountains – such as Mount Shasta, Mount Olympus, at the highest points of the Andes and around the red rocks of Sedona, Arizona. Other ET bases are located way back in the jungles of Mexico and along the Amazon. Still others require diving and sonar equipment to pinpoint the aliens’ watery world. Additional bases are “hidden” in plain sight. They could be in what seem to be abandoned buildings. Or out-of-the-way castles or mansions that can house a sizable encampment of Ultra-terrestrials. They might be concealed along darkened trails that lead to the swamplands of America, or in the underpopulated areas of Australia’s Outback. One of the most hidden alien bases is believed to be within forty miles of the White House. You are invited to join our quest for the emerging truth about such potentially catastrophic cosmic matters. Who knows? Perhaps the next alien stronghold to be discovered might be just a few blocks away or down the road, right in your very own neighborhood. The Ultra-terrestrials’ footholds on our earthly plane are numerous, and this book offers a unique look into some of these alien fortresses. *Includes material by Timothy Beckley, Sean Casteel, Joshua Shapiro, Nigel Watson, Scott Corrales, Tim R. Swartz... 270 pages, Large format - Many photos.*

---

**LEARN MORE WHEN YOU ORDER THESE TITLES**

**AMERICA'S TOP SECRET TREATY WITH ALIENS: PLUS THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF TIME** — $20.00

“Is the “treaty” a “False Flag?” Part of a disinformation campaign, or some CIA sponsored “smoke screen?”

They arrived without our knowledge or consent and told our military leaders they came in peace for the benefit of humankind. Instead they began to abduct our women. Then they returned for our children. Soon they began to rape the earth’s resources. Commander X, John Lear and others lay out the facts. 185 pages. Large Format.

**THE BOOK OF ULTRA-TERRESTRIAL CONTACTS FROM SECRET FILES OF TIM BECKLEY — $18.00**

Dozens of the most bizarre cases Tim has explored, including the nine foot Martians and the Silvery Midgets. Flower “People” and Alien Pods. Space Monsters come from afar. But what do they want? Throughout history we have been encircled by invisible beings who can materialize and take up a variety of shapes and facades – even looking so human that they can walk on the streets undetected. Some of these beings may come in peace, others wish to control our minds, possess our bodies and drain our blood! 176 pages. Large format.

**PIONEERS OF SPACE - THE LONG LOST BOOK OF GEORGE ADAMSKI — A TRIP TO MOON, MARS, VENUS? — $30.00**

G.A. was the most famous of the early UFO contactees who told of meeting the Space Brothers and traveling into space. He took many “amazing” UFO photos, had multiple witnesses back him up, and set up a secret society as early as 1935 (the existence of which is pretty much unknown). He wrote a book in 1947 claiming to have met Jesus (full text included). Did he exchange Jesus for Orthon in his popular “Flying Saucers Have Landed?” Here are photos taken by Adamski before his contact with the “Venusian” in the Calif. desert. Fact or fiction? You can now make up your mind after reading this 310 page work.

---

**SPECIAL — All 4 titles $72.00 + $8 S/H**

**FREE “TALE OF TWO GEORGE’S” AUDIO CD IF YOU ORDER THEM ALL!**

**EXCLUSIVE OFFER FROM — TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903**
Amoses — one of many of Oahspe's spirit transmitters.

JUST WHERE IS HEAVEN? WHAT DO YOU DO THERE?
OAHSPÉ reveals all this and a thousand more answers to man’s most difficult questions. Received from spirit in 1880 using one of the first typewriters at the unbelievable speed of 120 words per minute — a miracle in itself. To many this work is in the same league as the Bible, though it tells a different story. It is a book of Cosmology that could have been written by today’s space scientists. Do you think UFOs are new? Do you wonder at Einstein’s theories? Parallel worlds? Then you MUST read OAHSPÉ!

SPECIAL OFFER - This 2 volume set of OAHSPÉ originally sold for $99. Now $59.00 + $8 S/H. SPECIAL RAYMOND A PALMER EDITION — 1250 PAGES IN TWO VOLUMES — OVER 7 POUNDS!

*Mention Conspiracy Journal ad and we will include a FREE copy of “DARK SEANCE,” about the amazing Davenport Brothers, said to be the greatest full apparition mediums of all time.

WHO ARE THE REAL MEN IN BLACK?
Tim Beckley’s classic “UFO Silencers” and “Curse of the Men In Black” reveals the whole story of these mysterious cloaked in black individuals who warn, threaten with deadly force, and perhaps even rape and murder. In the “wrong place at the right time,” Beckley managed to take the only known photo of an MIB, following a close encounter with humanoid creatures by a group of teenagers, and the ransacking of the files of a well known researcher assigned to investigate the case. Hundreds of pages plus that famous photograph that stunned the audience of “UFO Hunters,” on the History Channel.

Both titles, - $24.00 + $5 S/H

THE HIDDEN WORLD OF RICHARD SHAVER
Are demonic subterranean beings known as the “Dero” kidnapping humans and transporting them to their underground lair to be cannibalized, tortured and used for sexually twisted perversions? Shaver claims he was in the caves and experienced the mind numbing terror of the Dero, whom he was convinced were responsible for natural disasters, global warfare and horrendous crimes. Thousands verified his claims, Shaver’s deranged accounts were even being mentioned in Life magazine in the 1950s. We have reprinted 6 of the volumes in the “Hidden World” series. Each book is 200 pages. Originally sold for $25 each. Request “Hidden Worlds” series at the sizzling low price $79.00 + $10 S/H. As a bonus we will include free Audio CD of Shaver and his publisher Ray Palmer answering the questions of pioneer talk show host Long John Nebel.

REduced PRICE NOW JUST $27.00 + $5 S/H

Timothy Beckley • Box 753 • New Brunswick, NJ 08903
For faster delivery you may use our private address:

Timothy Beckley · 11 East 30th Street 4R · NY, NY 10016 Phone 646-331-6777

THE TREE OF LIFE

Old Testament Prophets Knew Its Significance

Individually cast in silver with 10 faceted stones, this beautiful pendant acts to amplify your deepest desires, broadcasting them directly to God to bring about knowledge, awareness and wisdom. This holiest of amulets casts a deep reflection on the eternal mysteries and should only be used for beneficial and positive purposes. In the Kabbala it represents a sort of “telephone” to the Heavens and is said to be the most powerful amulet ever created! Many have noticed a vast change in their life in just 14 days upon wearing this pendant.

Your TREE OF LIFE KIT is just $125.00 + $5.00 S/H

Timothy Beckley
Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
PayPal: MrUFO8@hotmail.com
No PayPal Account?
We will send an invoice!
UFO REPEATERS—THE CAMERA DOESN'T LIE!—$24.00
Here are the fantastic but true accounts of people from Turkey to New York City who claim repeated contact with Ultra-terrestrials. What makes their experiences so unique are the photos as evidence of their claims. Not blurry shots, but real hardware that came, they say, from space. Many have had numerous encounters, including Howard Menger, Marc Brinkerhoff, Ellen Crystal and Paul Villa.

2 BOOKS!—WHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY ABOUT LIFE INSIDE THE EARTH? DOES ATLANTIS EXIST AT THE CORE OF THE PLANET?—$22.00
Is There A Golden Paradise Inside Our Earth? Who Pilots The Ships We Call UFOs? Are They Here To Harm Or Help Us? Are the Residents Of This Subterranean World Angels or Devils? Atlantis is NOT a Water World! Why the ban on this information by the Church for centuries? Over 400 large size pages.

READ OTHERS THOUGHTS AND COMMAND THEIR THINKING! - $24.00
Learn what others are thinking about you. Learn to command thought waves and mental whirlpools! Don’t let others dominate your life. Learn to be strong!

2 BOOKS — FATIMA PROPHECIES AND SECRETS OF THE POPES — $22.00
Has the “Secret 3rd Prediction” ever been fully revealed? Does it proclaim the End of Days? What secrets does the Vatican archives hold? Was one Pope really a woman? Is Satanism practiced in the Church? Want to know more? Add $15 for our hard hitting 90 minute DVD.

SECRETS OF THE REAL DOCTOR FRANKENSTEIN — $15.00
The “Mad Scientist” who created life in the laboratory. Science said he was delusional and a fraud. But he did what others have not done since his death in 1855. His research inspired Mary Shelly’s “Frankenstein” novel.

2 STUNNING BOOKS ON UFO CRASHES AND GOVT COVER UPS — $24.00

SPECIAL PAIR OF OCCULT BOOKS — $22.00
Obtain riches in life and hold on to them after “you are gone!” Rev. Ike and Maria D'Andrea explain how to take life’s riches with you and how to obtain them now! — #1 “You Can Take It With You.” —# 2 “Heaven Sent Money Spells.” Free DVD workshop with Maria D’Andrea.

3 BOOKS “THE VERY STRANGE PEOPLE SERIES” — $39.00
# 1 — “Matrix Control System of Philip K. Dick and the Paranormal Synchronicities of Tim Beckley.
#2 — “Mad Mollie — the Supernatural Enigma of Brooklyn,” who didn’t eat or sleep for 50 years.
#3 — “Davenport Brothers’ Dark Seance,” world’s best physical mediums. 600+ pages.

HIDDEN SECRETS OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR, OAK ISLAND AND MASONIC ORDER — $18.00
Today, we speak in terms of the Rockefeller Dynasty, the Rothschild banking family, Goldman Sachs, the Clinton Foundation . . . but, even if you merged all the vast wealth of these and many more conglomerates, you would get nowhere near the vast fortune of the Knights Templars which is buried closer than you think!

SPECIAL — ALL BOOKS THIS AD JUST $189.00 + $15.00 S/H • Add $$ for extra items like DVDs, etc.

Books are available as printed books or as Kindle ebooks at Amazon.com